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Week 3 Day 4: Sight Word “just” Week 3 Day 4: Sight Word “just” 

just just/just
Find “just” in the sentences below:

again thank know thank

thank were thank were

thank again thank know

could thank thank thank
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She just came.

It's just funny.

He was just here.

It's just a little cold.

just by then just

just an just an

then just by just

from just just from
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Week 3 Day 4: Week 3 Day 4: -OWN Word Family-OWN Word Family
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Roll & Race the -own words.

///////////////////////
///////////////////////

Write a sentence and draw a picture using one of the words 
above.

down gown clown

town drown town
brown frown down
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Week 3 Day 4: FractionsWeek 3 Day 4: Fractions
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Color by fraction

1
2

1
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Week 2 Day 4: -IR Week 2 Day 4: -IR R Controlled VowelsR Controlled Vowels
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Roll & Race the -ir words.

///////////////////////
///////////////////////

Write a sentence and draw a picture using one of the words 
above.

fir dirt whir fire bird tire

sir firm birth shirt fir sir

bird girl chirp skirt girl dirt

Write a sentence and draw a picture using one of the words 
above.
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